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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to investigate the relation between

two models of concurrent systems: tile rewrite systems and coalgebras.
Tiles are rewrite rules with side e ects which are endowed with operations of parallel and sequential composition and synchronization. Their
models can be described as monoidal double categories. Coalgebras can
be considered, in a suitable mathematical setting, as dual to algebras.
They can be used as models of dynamical systems with hidden states in
order to study concepts of observational equivalence and bisimilarity in
a more general setting.
In order to capture in the coalgebraic presentation the algebraic structure given by the composition operations on tiles, coalgebras have to be
endowed with an algebraic structure as well. This leads to the concept
of structured coalgebras, i.e., coalgebras for an endofunctor on a category
of algebras.
However, structured coalgebras are more restrictive than tile models.
Those models which can be presented as structured coalgebras are characterized by the so-called horizontal decomposition property, which, intuitively, requires that the behavior is compositional in the sense that all
transitions from complex states can be derived by composing transitions
out of component states.

1 Introduction
Tile logic [16, 26] relies on certain rewrite rules with side e ects, called basic
tiles, reminiscent of SOS rules [30] and context systems [21]. Related models are
structured transition systems [11], as well as rewriting logic [22, 23] which extends
to concurrent systems with state changes the body of theory developed within
the algebraic semantics approach. Tile logic has been conceived with similar aims
and similar algebraic structure as rewriting logic, and it extends rewriting logic
? Research partially supported by MURST project Tecniche Formali per Sistemi Soft-

ware, by CNR Integrated Project Metodi per Sistemi Connessi mediante Reti, by
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(in the unconditional case), since it takes into account state changes with side
e ects and synchronization.
We now brie y introduce tile logic. A tile A is a sequent which has the form:
a s
A : s ?!
b
0

and states that the initial con guration s of the system evolves to the nal conguration s producing an e ect b. However s is in general open (not closed)
and the rewrite step producing the e ect b is actually possible only if the subcomponents of s also evolve producing the trigger a. Both trigger a and e ect
b are called observations, and model the interaction, during a computation, of
the system being described with its environment. More precisely, both system
con gurations are equipped with an input and an output interface, and the trigger just describes the evolution of the input interface from its initial to its nal
con guration. Similarly for the e ect. It is convenient to visualize a tile as a
two-dimensional structure (see Figure 1), where the horizontal dimension corresponds to the extension of the system, while the vertical dimension corresponds
to the extension of the computation. Actually, we should also imagine a third
dimension (the thickness of the tile), which models parallelism: con gurations,
observations, interfaces and tiles themselves are all supposed to consist of several
components in parallel.
The initial con guration of a tile A can also be called north(A), and likewise
south(A), west(A) and east(A) stands for nal con guration, trigger and e ect,
respectively.
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Fig. 1: A tile.
Con gurations and observations are sometimes terms over a horizontal and
a vertical signature, but for lots of applications to distributed systems it is convenient to employ various kinds of graphs, diagrams and charts [1]. Also suitable
structural axioms can be imposed on terms or graphs.
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Tiles are equipped with inference rules expressing three operations of composition: parallel ( ), horizontal (  ), and vertical (  ) composition. Similarly,
both con gurations and observations are assumed to be equipped with operations
of parallel and sequential composition, and interfaces with parallel composition
only.
The operation of parallel composition is self explanatory. Vertical composition models sequential composition of transitions and computations. Horizontal
composition corresponds to synchronization: the e ect of the rst tile acts as
trigger of the second tile, and the resulting tile expresses the synchronized behavior of both.
In tile logic, a tile rewrite system provides signatures for con gurations and
observations and a set of basic tiles. Proofs start from basic tiles and apply the
composition rules in all possible ways. The structure of tiles entailed in this way
is speci ed by proof terms, built from the basic tiles used in the derivation and
from the composition operations performed on them, up to certain structural
axioms. Following the usual Curry-Howard analogy, proof terms are tiles, and
their horizontal and vertical sources and targets are their types. However, quite
often, proof terms are not relevant, and thus are omitted, or equivalently an
additional normalizing axiom is introduced stating that two proof terms are
the same whenever they have the same sources and targets. This is the case
throughout in the paper.
Tile models are monoidal double categories. A double category [13] consists
of four collections: objects, horizontal arrows, vertical arrows and cells, which
correspond respectively to interfaces, con gurations, observations and tiles of tile
logic. Horizontal arrows with objects form the horizontal 1-category, and cells
with vertical arrows form the horizontal 2-category. Contemporary horizontal
composition of horizontal arrows and cells corresponds to horizontal composition
of tile sequents. Similarly for the vertical dimension. Monoidal double categories
have an additional operation which applies to the four collections above and
which on tile sequents corresponds to parallel composition. If the tile logic is
at, i.e., it forgets about proof terms, it is appropriate to consider only at
models, too. A double category is at if all the cells with the same sources and
targets are identi ed.
Tile rewrite systems are interpreted as computads, i.e., algebraic structures
consisting again of objects, horizontal and vertical arrows, and cells, but where
only 1-categories are de ned. In the monoidal version of tile logic, con gurations
and observations are arrows of strict monoidal categories generated by two hypersignatures. A more direct representation of con gurations and observations relies
on certain hypergraphs analogous to Petri sequential processes [1]. In the initial
model, the tiles entailed by a tile rewrite system can now be interpreted as cells.
More precisely, the initial model can be constructed as the monoidal double
category freely generated by the computad corresponding to the tile rewrite
system [26].
Additional operations and axioms can be imposed on proof terms, con gurations and observations whenever extra structure is required. Correspondingly,
3

tile models are enriched and the construction of the initial models adapted.
Symmetric monoidal, cartesian [3] and cartesian closed versions [4] of tiles have
been de ned. Moreover, di erent structures for con gurations, observations and
proof terms can be introduced to tailor the logic and the models to the speci c
needs of the applications. An expressive speci cation language for this purpose
is membership equational logic [24, 26], which has also been used to map tile logic
into rewriting logic for implementation purposes [2]. Of course these enriched tile
models are still special cases of the basic models of monoidal double categories.
Hence, the results of this paper apply.
As it should be clear from the informal introduction above, the main intended application area of tile logic are distibuted, interactive, open systems. In
fact, tiles allow to model directly distribution (via the use of graphs to represent con gurations), interaction (via triggers and e ects) and openness (via the
instantiation of free variables in con gurations). In addition, tiles introduce rich
forms of compositionality and induction based on their operations. Examples
of applications are CCS with localities [2], -calculus [14] and coordination of
distributed systems [29].
The operational semantics of interactive systems is usually given in terms of
labeled transition systems, and their abstract semantics in terms of sets of traces,
or up to bisimilarity. When compositionality is an issue, semantic equivalence
must be shown to be a congruence with respect to composition operations. The
labeled transition systems associated to tile models are straightforwardly de ned:
horizontal arrows are states, tiles are transitions and pairs (trigger, e ect) are
labels. Tile bisimilarity is then de ned in the standard way. It is also natural to
de ne tile congruences as those equivalences of states, i.e., of horizontal arrows,
which are functorial, i.e., which preserve their monoidal structure (identities,
parallel composition and sequential composition).
The problem of nding sucient conditions on tile rewrite systems to ensure that bisimilarity is a congruence in the initial model has been considered
in [16]. The problem is divided in two parts. First a semantic condition, called
decomposition property is de ned on tile models, and it is shown that decomposition implies that bisimilarity is a congruence. The horizontal decomposition
property is de ned as follows. Whenever the vertical source h (which is a horizontal arrow) of a cell A can be sequentially decomposed as h = h1 ; h2 , then
also the cell itself must be horizontally decomposable as A = A1  A2 , where h1
and h2 are the vertical sources of A1 and A2 respectively. A similar condition is
required for parallel composition. Informally, decomposition means that, given
any computation A of a system h, and any subsystem h of h, a computation
A of h should exist which is a subcomputation of A. The second part consists
in providing a syntactic condition, called basic source property, on tile rewrite
systems: all rewrite rules must have just signature operators (i.e., basic graphs)
as initial con gurations and e ects. It is possible to see that the basic source
property ensures the decomposition property in the initial model, provided that
there are no structural axioms in the speci cation.
0

0

0
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The aim of this paper is to recast tile models enjoying a slightly stronger
decomposition property (which we call re ective decomposition) as structured
coalgebras. The use of coalgebras for the speci cation of dynamical systems with
a hidden state space is receiving more and more attention in the last years, as a
valid alternative to algebraic methods based on observational equivalences [31].
Given an endofunctor F on a category C, a coagebra is an arrow f : X ! F (X )
of C and a coalgebra morphism from f to f is an arrow h : X ! X of
C with h ; f = f ; F (h). Under certain conditions on C and F , a category
of coalgebras admits a nal object, which can be considered informally as the
minimal realization of the union of all the coalgebras in the category.
Ordinary labeled transition systems (with nite or countable branching) can
be represented as coalgebras for a suitable functor on Set. Furthermore, the
unique morphism to the nal coalgebra induces an equivalence which turns out
to be exactly bisimilarity. Thus a rst (rather straightforward) result of this
paper is to show that tile models, seen as transition systems, can be considered
as coalgebras and that their bisimilarity can be derived coalgebraically.
However, this representation forgets about the algebraic structure on horizontal arrows, which are seen just as forming a family of sets. As a consequence,
the property that bisimilarity is a congruence, which is essential for making
abstract semantics compositional, is not re ected in the structure of the model.
The problem of integrating coalgebras and algebras obtaining a model
equipped with both structures has been tackled in [32], and an alternative but
equivalent approach based on structured coalgebras is presented in [8, 10]. Here,
the endofunctor determining the coalgebraic structure is lifted from Set to the
category of ? -algebras, for some algebraic theory ? . Morphisms between coalgebras in this category are both ? -homomorphisms and coalgebra morphisms, and
thus the unique morphism to the nal coalgebra, which always exists, induces a
(coarsest) bisimulation congruence on any coalgebra.
The second result of this paper is to show that by taking as ? the theory
of monoidal categories, a necessary and sucient condition for the lifting to occur is re ective horizontal decomposition. Thus we obtain in another way that
decomposition implies bisimilarity to be a congruence. Re ective decomposition
additionally requires that cells with vertical sources which are horizontal identities must be identities for the horizontal composition of cells. It is easy to see
that the basic source property implies also this extra condition for the initial
model.
The paper is organized as follows. After introducing monoidal double categories in Section 2, Section 3 de nes tile rewrite systems and their models,
bisimilarity and functoriality, as well as the horizontal decomposition and basic
source properties. Section 4 provides the necessary background on structured
coalgebras. Section 5 presents tile transition systems as coalgebras over families
of sets, while Section 6 provides the lifting of the algebraic structure. Finally in
Section 7, as a case study, we show how the calculus of communicating systems
(CCS) [27] can be recast in the tile framework as well as in terms of structured
coalgebras.
0
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2 Monoidal Double Categories
A double category is an internal category in the category of categories. Equivalently, double categories can be speci ed by a theory which is the tensor product1
of the theory of categories with itself. The theory of monoidal double categories
can be obtained as the tensor product of the theory of categories (twice) with
the theory of monoids. Thus, one can argue that if the desired model of computation must have operations of parallel and horizontal composition (to build
more parallel and larger systems) and of vertical composition (to build longer
computations), then monoidal double categories are the most natural answer.
Here we give a more direct presentation of double categories, as done by
Kelly and Street [19].

De nition 1 (double category). A double category D consists of a collec-

tion a; b; c; ::: of objects, a collection h; g; f; ::: of horizontal arrows, a collection
v; u; w; ::: of vertical arrows and a collection A; B; C; ::: of cells.
Objects and horizontal arrows form the horizontal 1-category H (see Figure 2), with identity ida for each object a, and composition  .
a
a id a

a h b b g c = a hg c


/

/

/

/

Fig. 2: Composition and identities in the horizontal 1-category.
Objects and vertical arrows form also a category, called the vertical 1-category

V (see Figure 3), with identity ida for each object a, and composition  (some-

times we will refer to both ida and ida either with the object name a or with
ida )
Cells are assigned horizontal source and target (which are vertical arrows) and vertical source and target (which are horizontal arrows); furthermore
sources and targets must be compatible, in the sense that, given a cell A, with
vertical source h, vertical target g, horizontal source v, and horizontal target u,
then h and v have the same source, g and u have the same target, the target of h
is equal to the source of u, and the target of v is equal to the source of g. These
constraints can be represented by the diagram in Figure 4, for which we use the
notation A : h uv g.
In addition, cells can be composed both horizontally (  ) and vertically
(  ) as follows: given A : h uv g, B : f wu k, and C : g zs h , then
/

/

1

/

/

0

Tensor product (see for instance [20]) is a well-known construction for ordinary
algebraic (Lawvere) theories. It can be extended to theories with partial operations
(e.g. PMEqtl [26]) with essentially the same properties.
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Fig. 3: Composition and identities in the vertical 1-category.
(g  k), and A  C : h vu zs h are cells. Both compositions
can be pictured by pasting the diagrams in Figure 5. Moreover, given a fourth
cell D : k st f , horizontal and vertical compositions verify the following
exchange law (see also Figure 6):
(A  C )  (B  D) = (A  B )  (C  D)

A  B : (h  f )
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Fig. 4: Graphical representation of a cell.
Under these rules, cells form both a horizontal category D and a vertical
category D , with respective identities 1v : a vv c and 1h : h ab h. Given




/

/

1h : h ab h and 1g : g bc g, the equation 1h  1g = 1h g must hold
(and similarly for vertical composition of horizontal identities), as illustrated in
Figure 7. Furthermore,
horizontal and vertical identities of identities coincide,
i.e., 1ida = 1ida and are denoted by the simpler notation 1a (or just a).
A at double category satis es the additional condition that two cells with
the same horizontal and vertical sources and targets are the same cell.
/



/

Remark 1. As a matter of notation, sometimes we will use ; to denote the
composition on both the horizontal and vertical 1-categories.
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Fig. 5: Horizontal and vertical composition of cells.
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Fig. 6: The exchange law.
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Fig. 7: Composition of identities.
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De nition 2 (double functor). Given two double categories D and E , a double functor F : D ?! E is a 4-tuple of functions mapping objects to objects,

horizontal and vertical arrows to horizontal and vertical arrows, and cells to
cells, preserving identities and compositions of all kinds.
A monoidal double category, for the strict case, is de ned as follows.
De nition 3 (strict monoidal double category). A strict monoidal double
category, sMD in the following, is a triple (D; ; e), where:
{ D is the underlying double category,
{ : D  D ?! D is a double functor called the tensor product, and
{ e is an object of D called the unit object,
such that the following diagrams commute:

DDD

1
/

;e
D FFF D  D

DD

h1

/

FF
FF
FF
1

1

DD

i

D

e;1i

D
xx
x
xx
xx 1
x
x
h
o

D
where double functor 1 : D ?! D is the identity on D, the double functor e :
D ?! D (with some abuse of the notation) is the constant double functor which




/

#



{

associates the object e and identities on e respectively to each object and each
morphism/cell of D, and h ; i denotes the pairing of double functors induced by
the cartesian product of double categories. These equations state that the tensor
product
is associative on both objects, arrows and cells, and that e is the
.
unit for
A monoidal double functor is a double functor which preserves tensor product
and unit object. We denote by fsMDCat the category of at monoidal double
categories and monoidal double functors.

3 Tile Rewrite Systems
We now introduce (the at monoidal versions of) tile rewrite systems and tile
logic. Informally, a tile rewrite system is a set of double cells which, by horizontal,
vertical and parallel composition, freely generate a monoidal double category. In
the at, monoidal version, the 1-categories of horizontal and vertical arrows are
the strict monoidal categories freely generated by a horizontal and a vertical
(hyper-) signature, which share the same set of sorts. The resulting monoidal
double category is at, i.e., two cells with the same horizontal and vertical source
and target are identi ed.
De nition 4 (many-sorted hyper-signature). Given a set S of sorts, a
(many-sorted, hyper) signature is an S  S -indexed family of sets  =
fn;mg(n;m) S S , where S denotes the free monoid on set S . Each f 2 n;m
is denoted by f : n ! m.


2
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De nition 5 (monoidal category freely generated by a signature).

Given a signature  , M( ) is the strict monoidal category freely generated by
.

De nition 6 (tile rewrite systems). A monoidal tile rewrite system T is
a quadruple hS; h ; v ; Ri, where h ; v are signatures on the same set S of
sorts, and R  M(h )  M(v )  M(v )  M(h ) is the set of rewrite rules,
such that for all hh; v; u; gi 2 R, we have h : n ! m; g : k ! l if and only if
v : n ! k; u : m ! l.
v
u

For hh; v; u; gi 2 R we use the notation h

/

g, or we depict it as a tile

n h m
/

v

u

k g


l


/

thus making explicit the source and target of each operator.
The rules of a tile rewrite system can be considered as its basic sequents.
In the following, we say that h rewrites to g, using a trigger v and producing
an e ect u, if the ( at) sequent h uv g can be obtained by nitely many
applications of certain inference rules.
/

De nition 7 (tile sequents). Let T = hS; h; v ; Ri be a monoidal tile
rewrite system. We say that T entails the tile sequent h uv g, written
T ` h uv g, if and only if it can be obtained by a nite number of appli/

/

cations of the inference rules given in Table 1.

Basic rules provide the generators of the sequents, together with suitable
identity arrows, whose intuitive meaning is that an element of M(h ) may stay
idle during a rewrite, showing no e ect and using no trigger. Similarly, a horizontal identity may be rewritten to itself whenever trigger and e ect are equal.
Composition rules express the way in which sequents can be combined, either
sequentially (vert), or executing them in parallel (par), or nesting one inside the
other (hor).
It is easy to see that the tiles entailed by a tile rewrite system are the cells
of a double category.

Proposition 1 (from tile rewrite systems to double categories). Given
a monoidal tile rewrite system T = hS;  h ;  v ; Ri, the at monoidal double category FT (T ) has M(h ) as horizontal 1-category, M(v ) as vertical 1-category,
and the at tile sequents entailed by T as double cells.
The models of a tile rewrite systems are de ned as follows.
10

Basic Sequents. Generators and Identities:
(gen)
(v-ref)

v
u

h
h

v : n ! k 2 M(v )
idn vv idk

/

v
u

g2R
g
/

h : n ! m 2 M(h )

(h-ref)

id

h idmn h

/

/

Composed Sequents. Parallel, Horizontal and Vertical compositions:
(vert)

(par)

h1

v1
u1
/

h1 h 2

v2
u2

g 1 ; h2
v1 v2
u1 u2
/

v1
u1

h

/

h
/

v2
u2

f; f

v1 ;v2
u1 ;u2

g2

/

g

g

(hor)

g1 g2

/

v
w

h1

/

w
u

g1 ; h2
v
u

h1 ; h 2

/

g2

g1 ; g2
/

Table 1: Inference rules for monoidal tile sequents.
Proposition 2 (models of tile rewrite systems). Given a tile rewrite system
T , its category of at models is the comma category (FT (T ) # fsMDCat).
Notice that the models are themselves double categories and that FT (T ) is
initial in the category of models of T . However, in the following we will not be
interested in morphisms relating only the models of a single tile rewrite system,
since abstraction based on bisimilarity may relate several of them. Thus in the
following we will consider generic models, i.e., just monoidal double categories.
We now introduce the ordinary notions of transition system and bisimilarity.

De nition 8 (labeled transition systems). Let L be a xed set of labels. A
(nondeterministic) labeled transition system (over L), brie y LTS, is a structure
TS = hS; ?!TS i, where S is a set of states, and ?!TS  S  L  S is a labeled
l
transition relation. As usual, we write s ?!
TS s for hs; l; s i 2?!TS .
A transition system morphism f : TS ! TS is a function f : S ! S
l
l
which \preserves" the transitions, i.e., such that s ?!
TS t implies f (s) ?!TS
f (t). We will denote by LTSL the category of LTS over L and corresponding
0

0

0

0

0

morphisms.

De nition 9 (bisimilarity). Given a LTS TS = hS; ?!TS i, an equivalence
relation  on S is a bisimulation if, whenever s  s , then for any transition
l
l
s ?!
TS s there exists a corresponding transition s ?!TS s with s  s .
The maximal bisimulation is called bisimilarity, and denoted by TS .
1

1

0

2

2

1
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0

2

0

1

0

2

Operational bisimilarity of double categories is de ned in the straightforward
way hinted at in the Introduction.
De nition 10 (bisimilarity for double categories). Let D be a double category, and let TS be the labeled transition system where labels are pairs (v; u)
v;u)
of vertical arrows, states are horizontal arrows h, and h (?!
TS g if and only if
v
there is a cell A : h u g. Two horizontal arrows are operationally bisimilar,
h1 op h2 , i h1 TS h2 .
De nition 11 (functorial equivalence relation). Let D be a monoidal double category. An equivalence relation h1 
=f h2 on the horizontal arrows is functo
rial for D if, whenever h 
g;
h
g
=f
=f for generic horizontal arrows h; h ; g; g ,
then h; h 
g
;
g
(whenever
de
ned)
and h h 
=f
=f g g .
In other words, we are requiring that the quotient category of the horizontal
1-category of D is well-de ned, and it is monoidal. In general, it is not true
that operational bisimilarity is also functorial. The following results (adapted
from [16]) provide a characterization of such a property in terms of horizontal
decomposition. The results hold for any monoidal double category, in particular
for a at one.
De nition 12 (horizontal tile decomposition). Let D be a monoidal double
category. We say that it is horizontally decomposable (or that it veri es the
horizontal decomposition property) if
D

/

D

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1. whenever there is a cell A : h1 ; h2 uv g, then there are also cells A1 :
h1 wv g1 and A2 : h2 wu g2 with A = A1  A2 ;
2. whenever there is a cell A : h1 h2 uv g, then there are also cells A1 :
v
v
h1 u g1 and A2 : h2 u g2 with A = A1 A2 .
/

/

/

/

1

2

/

/

1

2

Category D veri es the re ective horizontal decomposition property if, in addition, for each cell A : f uv g, f = a implies A = 1v : a vv a, and f = e
implies A = e : e ee e.
/

/

/

Proposition 3 (decomposition implies that bisimilarity is functorial).

Let D be a monoidal double category. If it veri es the horizontal decomposition
property, then operational bisimilarity op is functorial.
The notions of bisimilarity, functoriality and (re ective) horizontal decomposition can be de ned also for a tile rewrite system T : it is enough to check if
they hold for FT (T ). Notice in particular that for T the operational bisimilarity
op is a relation on con gurations.
Given a tile rewrite system T , it may be dicult to check if it is decomposable (and thus if its operational bisimilarity is functorial). We can provide a
syntactical property of T that implies re ective decomposition.
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Proposition 4 (basic source property and decomposition). Let T =
hS; h ; v ; Ri be a tile rewrite system such that, for all h uv g 2 R, h 2 h
and u 2 v (hence, both initial con guration and e ect are just operators). Then
FT (T ) veri es the re ective horizontal decomposition property.
/

4 Coalgebras and Structured Coalgebras
As recalled in the introduction, the use of coalgebras for the speci cation of
dynamical systems with a hidden state space is receiving more and more attention in the last years, as a valid alternative to algebraic methods based on
observational equivalences [31, 32].
In this section we rst introduce the standard way to represent labeled transition systems as coalgebras for a suitable powerset functor [31], and then we
discuss how this encoding can be lifted to a more structured framework, where
the coalgebraic representation keeps the relevant algebraic structure of the states
and transition of the encoded system. Let us start introducing the formal de nition of coalgebra for a functor.
De nition 13 (coalgebras). Let B : C ! C be an endofunctor on a category
C . A coalgebra for B or B -coalgebra is a pair hA; ai where A is an object of C
and a : A ! B (A) is an arrow. A B -cohomomorphism f : hA; ai ! hA ; a i is
an arrow f : A ! A of C such that
0

0

0

f ; a = a; B (f ):
(1)
The category of B -coalgebras and B -cohomomorphisms will be denoted
B -Coalg. The underlying functor U : B -Coalg ! C maps an object hA; ai
to A and an arrow f to itself.
Let PL : Set ! Set be the functor de ned as X 7! P (L  X ) where L is a
0

xed set of labels and P denotes the powerset functor. Then coalgebras for this
functor are one-to-one with labeled transition systems over L [31].
Proposition 5 (labeled transition systems as coalgebras). Category
PL -Coalg is isomorphic to the sub-category of LTSL containing all its objects,
and all the morphisms f : TS ! TS which also \re ect" transitions, i.e., such
l
l
that if f (s) ?!
TS t then there is a state s 2 S such that s ?!TS s and
f (s ) = t.
It is instructive to spell out the correspondence just stated. For objects,
a transition system hS; ?!i is mapped to the coalgebra hS; i where (s) =
l s g, and, vice versa, a coalgebra hS;  : S ! P (S )i is mapped to
fhl; s i j s ?!
L
l s if hl; s i 2  (s). For arrows, by spelling out
the system hS; ?!i, with s ?!
condition (1) for functor PL , we get
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

l tg = fhl; f (s )i j s ?!
l s g;
8s 2 S : fhl; ti j f (s) ?!
0
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and by splitting this set equality in the conjunction of the two inclusions, one
l s ) f (s) ?!
l f (s ),
can easily see that inclusion \" is equivalent to s ?!
showing that f is a transition system morphism, while the left-to-right inclusion
l t ) 9s : s ?!
l s ^ f (s ) = t, meaning that f is a
is equivalent to f (s) ?!
\zig-zag" morphism, i.e., that it re ects transitions.
The property of \re ecting behaviors" enjoyed by cohomomorphisms plays a
fundamental r^ole, for example, for the characterization of bisimulation relations
as spans of cohomomorphisms, for the relevance of nal coalgebras, and for
various other results of the theory of coalgebras [31]. Given two coalgebras hA; ai
and hA ; a i, a coalgebraic bisimulation on them is a coalgebra hA  A ; ri having
as carrier the cartesian product of the carriers, and such that the projections
 : A  A ! A and  : A  A ! A are cohomomorphisms. Interestingly, it
is easy to check that two states of a labeled transition system S are bisimilar
(in the standard sense, see De nition 9) if and only if there is a coalgebraic
bisimulation on S (regarded as a PL -coalgebra) which relates them.
An even easier de nition of categorical bisimilarity can be given if there
exists a nal coalgebra. In this case, two elements of the carrier of a coalgebra
are bisimilar i they are mapped to the same element of the nal coalgebra
by the unique cohomomorphism. Unfortunately, due to cardinality reasons, the
functor PL used for the coalgebraic representation of transition systems does
not admit a nal coalgebra [31]. One satisfactory, alternative solution consists of
replacing the powerset functor P on Set by the countable powerset functor Pc ,
which maps a set to the family of its countable subsets. Then de ning the functor
PLc : Set ! Set by X 7! Pc (L  X ) one has that coalgebras for this endofunctor
are in one-to-one correspondence with transition systems with countable degree,
l s g is countable,
i.e., systems where for each state s 2 S the set fhs ; li j s ?!
the correspondence being de ned exactly as in Proposition 5. Unlike functor PL ,
the functor PLc admits cofree and nal coalgebras.
Proposition 6 ( nal and cofree PLc -coalgebras). The obvious underlying
functor U : PLc -Coalg ! Set has a right adjoint R : Set ! PLc -Coalg associating with each set X a cofree coalgebra over X . As a consequence, the category
PLc -Coalg has a nal object, which is the cofree coalgebra R(1) over a nal set
1.
We shall stick to this functor throughout the rest of the paper, and since
there is no room for confusion the superscript c will be understood.
Often transition systems come equipped with some algebraic structure on
states, transitions, and/or labels, which plays a relevant role in the corresponding
theory. For example, in calculi of the family of process algebras, like CCS [27] and
the -calculus [28], the agents (states) are closed under certain operations that
can be interpreted as either structural (like parallel composition) or behavioural
(like pre xing and nondeterminstic choice). The same algebraic structure can
be extended to the collection of transitions, in a way that is determined by
the SOS rules which specify the operational semantics of the calculus. This
more structured framework makes it possible to investigate the compositionality
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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properties of relevant equivalences on agents: one typical interesting question is
whether bisimilarity is a congruence with respect to the operations de ned on
states.
Also the structured transition systems, studied for example in [11], are
equipped with an (essentially) algebraic structure on both states and transitions. Here the operators are interpreted as structural ones, basic transitions are
regarded as local changes on a distributed state, and the algebra on transitions
ensures that basic transitions can be red in any context and also in parallel.
It has been shown that programs of many computational formalisms (including, among others, P/T Petri nets in the sense of [25], term rewriting systems,
term graph rewriting [7], graph rewriting [15, 9, 18], Horn Clause Logic [6]) can
be encoded as heterogeneous graphs having as collection of nodes algebras with
respect to a suitable algebraic speci cation, and usually a poorer structure on
arcs (often they are just a set). Structured transition systems are de ned instead as graphs having a similar algebraic structure both on nodes and on arcs.
A free construction associates with each program its induced structured transition system, from which a second free construction is used to generate the free
model, i.e., a structured category which lifts the algebraic structure to the transition sequences. This induces an equivalence relation on the computations of
a system, which is shown to capture some basic properties of true concurrency.
Moreover, since the construction of the free model is a left adjoint functor, it is
compositional with respect to operations on programs expressible as colimits.
Last but not least, also the tile transition systems introduced in the previous
section have a rich algebraic structure on states, which are the arrows of a
monoidal category, and the same structure is also de ned on transitions, which
are the tiles. Clearly, the general results presented at the end of the previous
section, relating basic source and re ective horizontal decomposition properties,
make an essential use of this algebraic structure.
For all the systems mentioned above (process algebra, structured transition
systems and tile rewrite systems) the coalgebraic representation using functor
PL (for a suitable L) introduced in Proposition 5 is not completely satisfactory,
because by de nition the carrier is just a set and therefore the algebraic structure on both states and transitions is lost. This calls for the introduction of
structured coalgebras, i.e., coalgebras for an endofuctor on a category Alg(? ) of
algebras for a signature (or algebraic speci cation) ? which is determined by the
structure of states. Since it is natural to require that the structured coalgebraic
representation of a system is compatible with the unstructured, set-based one,
the following notion will be relevant.
De nition 14 (lifting). Given endofunctors B : C ! C , B : C ! C and a
functor V : C ! C , B is called a lifting of B along V , if B ; V = V ; B .
In particular, if V ? : Alg(? ) ! Set is the underlying set functor, one will
consider typically a functor B : Alg(? ) ! Alg(? ) which is a lifting of PL along
V ?.
The structured coalgebraic representation of transition systems has been
studied in [32] for the case of CCS and other process algebra whose operational
0

0

0

0

0
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semantics is given by SOS rules in the DeSimone format, and in [8] for structured
transition systems. In the rst case the lifting of PL is determined by the SOS
rules, while in the second one it is uniquely determined by the speci cation ? .
In both cases, as well as for the case of tile transition systems addressed in the
next sections, the following interesting fact applies [32, 8].

Proposition 7 (bisimilarity is a congruence in structured coalgebras).
Let ? be an algebraic speci cation, L be a ? -algebra of labels, and BL? : Alg(? ) !
Alg(? ) be a lifting of PL : Set ! Set. If hS; i is a BL? -coalgebra and hS; ?!i
its corresponding structured LTS, then bisimilarity on hS; ?!i is a congruence

with respect to the operators in ? .
The statement follows by the observation that the right adjoint R : Set !
PL -Coalg of Proposition 6 lifts to a right adjoint R? : Alg(? ) ! BL? -Coalg
for the forgetful functor U ? , with V ? ; R = R? ; VB? (see [32]), as shown in the
following diagram.
FB?
PL -Coalg
BL? -Coalg
?
VB
R U
R? U ?
F?
Alg(? )
Set
V?
Now, since R? and VB? are both right adjoints, BL? -Coalg inherits a nal
object R? (1) from Alg(? ) which is then preserved by VB? . Hence, bisimilarity
induced by the nal morphism to R? (1) in B ? -Coalg is determined by the
underlying sets and functions, that is, its de nition does not use the algebraic
structure of states and transitions. Since the nal morphisms in BL? -Coalg are
? -homomorphisms, it follows that bisimilarity is a congruence.
In other words, a structured transition system can be represented as a structured coalgebra only if bisimilarity is a congruence. This property certainly holds,
for example, for speci cations in GSOS format, which are considered in [32].
Certain structures are used there, called bialgebras, which combine aspects of
algebras and coalgebras: bialgebras can be regarded as an alternative, equivalent presentation of structured coalgebras [8]. A speci cation in GSOS format
is shown to satisfy a certain diagram called pentagonal law, which ensures the
existence both of an algebra of transiton systems and of an algebraic structure
on their states. The pentagonal law also makes sure that bisimilarity is a congruence, showing that GSOS speci cations perfectly t in the structured coalgebraic
framework.
A rather more general speci cation format is considered in [10], namely, the
algebraic format [16], where the premise of a rule consists entirely of transitions
on variables, and which generalizes rules in deSimone format by allowing complex terms in the source of the conclusion of a rule. In that paper, we rst studied
under which conditions transition systems can be represented as structured coalgebras on an environment category of algebras. It turned out that the conditions
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which guarantee a coalgebraic presentation are very similar to the ones which
ensure that bisimilarity is a congruence. Essentially they require that the behavior of the system is compositional, in the sense that all transitions from complex
states can be derived using the rules from transitions out of component states.
Thus one could say that what was considered a methodological convenience, i.e.,
that in the SOS approach each language construct is de ned separately by a few
clauses, is in fact mandatory to guarantee a satisfactory algebraic structure.
Next we proposed a general procedure which can be applied also to SOS
speci cations not satisfying the above property. More precisely, given any SOS
speci cation in algebraic format, we de ned its context closure, i.e., another
speci cation including also the possible context transitions, which are transitions resulting in the addition of some context and labelled by it. We proved
that bisimilarity for the context closure corresponds to dynamic bisimilarity for
the original speci cation, which is by de nition the coarsest bisimulation which
is a congruence: as a consequence the context closure of a system is always representable as a structured coalgebra. This result is particularly relevant for open
systems, for which dynamic bisimilarity seems to be the right notion of equivalence, since it takes into account not only experiments based on communications
with the external world, but also experiments consisting of the additions of new
components.
A di erent point of view is taken in [8], where it is argued that the property that bisimilarity is a congruence is too restrictive for structured transition
systems, because it implies that basic transitions are de ned only on atomic
states. As a simple example, let us introduce the structured transition system
associated with a simple P/T Petri net N consisting of places S = fa; b; cg and
of a single transition T = ft : a  b ! cg (consuming one token of place a and
one of b and producing one in c). According to [25], the relevant algebraic structure is that of commutative monoids: the markings of the net can be regarded
as elements of the free commutative monoid S , and the structured transition
system associated with N , denoted TS (N ), is obtained by adding idle transitions for each place and by extending the parallel composition operation  in
an obvious way to transitions. Now, let us assume that idle transitions are not
visible (formally, they are labeled with the unit of the monoid of labels). Then
it is easily seen that markings a and b are bisimilar (only idle transitions are
t c,
possible) and clearly b and b are bisimilar as well. However, we have a  b ?!
while only the idle transition is possible from b  b. This shows that these two
states are not bisimilar. Therefore one single basic transition having as source a
composed state is sucient to show that bisimilarity is not a congruence. As a
consequence, in [8] the notion of lax coalgebra is introduced, which weakens the
standard de nition in order to allow for a full, coalgebra-like representation of
structured transition systems.
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5 Double and Tile Transition Systems as Coalgebras
In the previous section we have shown that labeled transition systems can be
represented as coalgebras for an endofunctor on the category of sets. In this
section, a similar representation for tile models (i.e., monoidal double categories)
shall be developed.
In analogy to labeled transition systems, double transition systems are dened as at monoidal double categories over a xed vertical 1-category V of
observations. In Proposition 5 it is shown that coalgebra morphisms correspond
to morphisms between labeled transition systems which (preserve and) re ect
transitions. Below, an analogous restriction on monoidal double functors is introduced.
De nition 15 (double and tile transition systems). Given a monoidal
category of observations V , a double transition system over V is a at monoidal
double category D which has V as vertical 1-category.
A morphism between double transition systems D and D over V is a monoidal
double functor F : D ! D which acts on V as identity. It re ects transitions if
0

0

8f 2 H: F (f ) ab g 2 D =) 9g 2 H: f ab g ^ F (g) = g
We denote by fsMDCat the category of double transition systems over V and
/

0

0

0

/

V

transition re ecting morphisms.
Given a tile rewrite system T = hS; h ; v ; Ri, its associated tile transition
system is its free model FT (T ), seen as a double transition system over M(v ).
The endofunctor whose coalgebras represent double transition systems is only
slightly more complex than functor PL de ned in Section 4. Since the states of a
double transition system are arrows of a category (the horizontal 1-category H),
they are typed by their source and target objects. Consequently, the carrier of
the corresponding coalgebra shouldn't be just a set but a family of sets indexed
by pairs of objects of V . The endofunctor P de ned below on the category
Set is therefore a many-sorted version of PL as de ned in Section 4.
De nition 16 (endofunctor P for double transition systems). Given a
monoidal category V = hV; ; ei, the functor P : Set ! Set is de ned
for every jVj  jVj-indexed set S by
V

2

jV j

V

2

V

2

jV j

jV j

1
0
[
V (n; n )  V (m; m )  S (n ; m )A
P (S )(n; m) = Pc @
0

V

0

0

0

n ;m 2jV j
0

0

On arrows of Set , i.e., jVj  jVj-indexed indexed families of functions, the
functor is de ned analogously.
Notice that, according to the interpretation of tiles as cells, two vertical arrows
are provided as observations. Moreover, transitions do not necessarily preserve
the type of the state because there may be cells whose vertical source and target
(which are horizontal arrows) are arrows of di erent type.
2

jV j
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Proposition 8 (double transition systems as coalgebras). Given V and
P as above, there exists a functor Clg : fsMDCat ! P -Coalg such that
for every countably branching double transition system D 2 fsMDCat with
horizontal 1-category H and all f; g 2 H
f op g i (f ) = (g)
where  : Clg(D) ! 1P is the unique morphism into the nal P -coalgebra
V

V

V

V

V

V

(which exists by similar arguments as in Proposition 6).

Proof. For a double transition system D as above, the corresponding P coalgebra is Clg(D) = h(H(n; m)n;m ; (n; m)n;m i with
V

2jV j

2jV j

(n; m)(f ) = fha; b; gi j f

a
b
/

g 2 Dg

(2)

for all f 2 H(n; m). Notice that jHj = jVj.

ut

Thus, the use of many-sorted coalgebras allows us to retain the typing of
states of double transition systems by pairs of objects. However, the algebraic
structure given by the operations of the horizontal 1-category H is lost. This
problem is solved in the next section by lifting many-sorted to structured coalgebras.

6 Lifting the Algebraic Structure
We follow the outline of Section 4: rst, we specify explicitly the algebraic structure on states and transitions. Then, we lift the endofunctor P to the corresponding category of algebras. Finally we show that double transition systems
which satisfy the re ective horizontal decomposition property can be actually
represented as structured coalgebras for the lifted functor.
In a double transition system D, the algebraic structure of states is given by
the monoidal category structure of the horizontal 1-category H. Since we have
xed a monoidal category of observations V as vertical 1-category, we know in
advance the monoid of objects V. This allows to regard a monoidal category as a
total algebra for the following signature (given with respect to the xed monoid
V = hO; ; ei).
V

signature MonCat(V) =
sorts
(n; m) for all n; m 2 O
operations
;n;m;k : (n; m)(m; k) ! (n; k)
for all n; m; k 2 O
n :! (n; n)
for all n 2 O
e : ! (e; e)
n;m;n m : (n; m)(n ; m ) ! (n n ; m m ) for all n; m; n m 2 O
0

0

0

0

0
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0

0

0

Algebras for this signature satisfying the usual laws of strict monoidal categories
are the objects of the category MonCatV . Its arrows are given by MonCat(V )homomorphisms, i.e., strict monoidal functors preserving the monoid of objects
V . We usually omit the subscripts at operations when this causes no confusion.
As anticipated above, in order to represent a double transition system as a
coalgebra in the category MonCatV , we have to provide a lifting of the endofunctor P de ned on (families of) sets to the category of algebras. In the
de nition below, the resulting functor is called P^ .
De nition 17 (lifting endofunctor P to MonCatV ). The functor P^ :
MonCatV ! MonCatV is de ned as follows. Given M = hS; ; ; id; ; ei 2
jMonCatV j, the algebra
P^ (M ) = PM = hP (S ); ;PM ; idPM ; PM ; ePM i
V

V

V

V

V

V

is given by

S ;PM T = fha; c; g; hi j ha; b; gi 2 S; hb; c; hi 2 T g
idPM = fha; a; mi j a : n ! m 2 Vg
S T = fha a ; b b ; g g i j ha; b; gi 2 S; ha ; b ; g i 2 T g
ePM = fhe; e; eig
On arrows of MonCatV , the functor is de ned like P .
0

0

0

0

0

0

V

Next we show that a double transition system can be represented as a

P^ -coalgebra i it satis es the re ective decomposition property. Denote by

fsMDCat the full subcategory of fsMDCat whose objects are countably
V

V

V

branching double transition systems satisfying the re ective decomposition property.

Proposition 9 (double transition systems as structured coalgebras).

Let D be a countably branching double transition system and H be its horizontal
^ (D) = hH; i with  de ned like in (2) is a P^ -coalgebra if
1-category. Then, Clg
and only if D satis es the re ective horizontal decomposition property.
^ : fsMDCat !
Moreover, this translation extends to a functor Clg
P^ -Coalg.
V

V

V

Thus, under the assumption of the re ective horizontal decomposition property, we actually retain the horizontal structure of double transition systems in
the coalgebraic presentation. What is lost in any case is the vertical structure
which is, however, not relevant for the notion of bisimilarity.
More precisely, we can show that the category fsMDCat of horizontally
decomposable double transition systems is isomorphic to the full subcategory
of P^ -Coalg whose objects are coalgebras hH; i with transitive and re exive
transition \relations". This means, writing f ab g for ha; b; gi 2 (f ), that
they have to satisfy the rules (vert) and (v-re ) of Table 1.
V

V

/
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7 An Application to CCS
As a case study, we present in this section a version without recursion of the
calculus of communicating systems (shortly, CCS) introduced by Robin Milner
[27]. The same presentation has appeared in [26]. Essentially the same presentation, but for a cartesian (rather than monoidal) structure of con gurations, was
reported in [16]. CCS with the replication operator is modeled with tiles in [2].
A concurrent version of CCS with localities is in [14].
Syntax of CCS. Let  be the alphabet for basic actions (which is ranged over
by ) and  the alphabet of complementary actions ( =  and  \  = ;);
the set  =  [  will be ranged over by . Let  62  be a distinguished action,
and let  [ f g (ranged over by ) be the set of CCS actions.
The syntax of nite CCS agents is de ned by the following grammar

P ::= nil j :P j P n

j P +P j P jP

Operational Semantics of CCS. The dynamic behavior of CCS closed agents
can be described by a transition system TSCCS , where labels are actions, states
are closed CCS agents and the transition relation is freely generated from the
following set of inference rules

P ?!
Q  62 f ; g

P n ?!
Qn


:P ?!
P


P ?!
Q

R + P ?! Q


P ?!
Q

P + R ?! Q

P ?!
Q

P j R ?! Q j R

 Q; P ?!
 Q
P ?!
 QjQ
P j P ?!
0

0

0

0

Given the transition
 (nil j nil)na;
((a:nil + b:nil) j a:nil)na ?!

its proof is as follows:
a nil
a:nil ?!
a nil a:nil ?!
a nil
a:nil + b:nil ?!
 nil j nil
(a:nil + b:nil) j a:nil ?!
 (nil j nil)na
((a:nil + b:nil) j a:nil)na ?!
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P ?!
Q

R j P ?! R j Q

Abstract Semantics of CCS. Ordinary bisimilarity between CCS agents, written

P ord Q, is just the relation P TSCCS Q according to the general De nition 9.
We now present the tile rewrite system for CCS.

Signatures of the CCS tile rewrite system. There is only one sort 1. The free
monoid generated by it is represented by underlined natural numbers with
n m = m + n and e = 0. For the horizontal signature the operators are:
nil 2 (hCCS )0;1 ; : and n 2 (hCCS )1;1 ; + and j 2 (hCCS )2;1 ; and
!( ) 2 (hCCS )1;0 . The latter constructor, called eraser, is needed to discard
the rejected alternative after a choice step. Except for the eraser, the operators
of the horizontal signature directly correspond to CCS syntactical operators.
Thus we will consider CCS agents (not necessarily closed) as suitable arrows of
the monoidal category M(hCCS ). For the vertical signature the operators are
: 2 (vCCS )1;1 .
Rules of the CCS tile rewrite system.
1
1
:  ?!

 1
Suml : + ?! 1 !


Pref

Compl

: j



?!
j

1



: n ?!
n

1 
Sumr : + ?! ! 1

Res

Compr

: j


?!
j

1

for

 62 f ; g

Synch

: j

 
?!


j :

We call T the CCS tile rewrite system. The rules of T closely correspond to the sos rules. For instance rule Pref states, as its sos counterpart,
that constructor  can be deleted, i.e., it can be replaced by the identity 1. Furthermore, the trigger is also the identity, and thus the corresponding sos rule is
an axiom. Finally, the e ect is  and this corresponds to the label of the transition in the sos case. As another example, rule Suml de nes left choice. The
initial con guration is the constructor + : 2 ! 1, while the nal con guration
is 1 ! : 2 ! 1, which states that the rst component is preserved and the second
component is discarded. The trigger states that in the rst component we must
have an action  while no action (i.e., identity action) is required on the second
component. Action  is then transferred to the e ect.
The tile corresponding to the previous example is obtained as follows:
CCS

CCS

A = (((nil  Prefa) (b:nil)  Sumla) (nil  Prefa))  Syncha  Resa :

The next proposition states the equivalence of the SOS and tile de nitions
of CCS.
Proposition 10 (SOS/tile equivalence for CCS). Given two CCS agents
P and Q, we have P ord Q if and only if P op Q for the CCS tile rewrite
system.
In order to represent T as a coalgebra, we have to verify the re ective
horizontal decomposition property. Thanks to Proposition 4, it is enough to
check by inspection that all rules of T satisfy the basic source property.
CCS

CCS
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Proposition 11 (coalgebraic presentation of CCS tile rewrite system).
The CCS tile rewrite system T satis es the basic source property and hence the
re ective horizontal decomposition property. As a consequence, the tile transition
system FT (T ) generated by T can be represented as a P^M vCCS -coalgebra
^ (FT (T )) = hM(hCCS ); i
Clg
such that P op Q i (P ) = (Q) for each two processes P; Q 2 M(hCCS ),
^ (FT ((T )) ! 1P CCS is the unique arrow to the nal
where  : Clg
M v
CCS

CCS

(

CCS

)

CCS

P^M(vCCS ) -coalgebra.

CCS

^

(

)

Corollary 1 (op is a congruence). Tile bisimilarity op for CCS is a con-

gruence w.r.t. the operations of the horizontal 1-category of states.
Due to Proposition 10, this implies the well-known fact that bisimilarity is a
congruence for CCS. Notice however that the above statement is more general,
since it does not only apply to closed process terms but also to processes which
contain variables.

8 Conclusion
In this paper we have investigated the relation between two models of concurrent
systems: tile rewrite systems and coalgebras. Tile rewrite systems consist of
rewrite rules with side e ects which are reminiscent of SOS rules [30]. For these
rules, which can also be seen as elementary transitions, closure operations of
parallel and sequential composition and synchronization are de ned. The models
of tile rewrite systems are monoidal double categories.
Coalgebras can be considered, in a suitable mathematical setting, as dual to
algebras. They can be used as models of dynamical systems with hidden states in
order to study concepts of observational equivalence and bisimilarity in a more
general setting.
We have pointed out that, in order to retain in the coalgebraic presentation
of tile models the operations of parallel composition and synchronization, coalgebras have to be endowed with an algebraic structure. This has led us to the
concept of structured coalgebras, i.e., coalgebras for an endofunctor on a category of algebras. However, structured coalgebras are a more restricted notion
than tile models, since they only allow to represent models where bisimilarity
is a congruence. For tile models, this condition corresponds to functoriality of
bisimilarity, which is ensured by the horizontal decomposition property.
The insights on the relation between tile rewrite systems and structured coalgebras can be obtained by applying to tile models (seen as double transition systems) the results of [8, 10] on the coalgebraic presentation of transition systems
with algebraic structure speci ed by SOS rules.2 In that paper, we have characterized those transition systems for which a coalgebraic presentation is possible
2

In fact, what would be needed is a many-sorted version of the presentation in [10]
which, for simplicity, is restricted to the one-sorted case.
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and the classes of SOS speci cations generating such \well-behaved" systems. It
turned out that the conditions which guarantee a coalgebraic presentation are
very similar to the ones which ensure that bisimilarity is a congruence. They
require that the behavior of the system is compositional in the sense that all
transitions from complex states can be derived using the transitions out of component states: this is essentially the statement of the horizontal decomposition
property.
In the case without structural axioms, such condition is veri ed if each basic
rule in the tile rewrite system has signature operators both as initial con guration and as e ect; indeed this is the common point of many SOS formats (see e.g.
[12, 17, 5]). Notice, however, that, with structural axioms, the situation is more
complicated, since signature operators can be equivalent to complex terms, and
complex states may be decomposed into component states in many di erent
ways.
We think that the coalgebraic presentation of monoidal tile rewrite systems
can be a starting point for transferring to the coalgebraic setting concrete applications of tile logic to formalisms like concurrent or located CCS, -calculus,
etc.
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